Constructing multi-butterfly attractors based on Sprott C system via non-autonomous approaches.
In this paper, two different pulse control methods are proposed to generate multi-butterfly attractors based on the Sprott C system. By introducing a bipolar multilevel pulse signal to the boostable variable z of the Sprott C system, translational multi-butterfly attractors with constant Lyapunov exponents can be obtained. Another method for generating nested multi-butterfly attractors is to replace the DC voltage of the Sprott C system with the unipolar multilevel pulse signal, and the dynamical behavior involves the superposition of multiple attractors corresponding to different pulse amplitudes. By defining time as an additional state variable, the proposed non-autonomous systems can be transformed into autonomous systems for analysis. It can be seen that systems have no equilibria, so they belong to hidden attractors. A normalized circuit implementation is given, translational and nested hidden multi-butterfly attractors can be obtained by setting proper pulse signals. Moreover, the number of butterflies can be adjusted by changing the number of pulse voltage sources without reconstructing nonlinear functions. Theoretical analysis and simulation results prove the effectiveness of these methods.